
Prep for flowers to arrive. Follow the "Getting Started Tutorial" and
our Flower Care Instruction Guide. 
Receive flowers, easy peasy. (you must be home to receive them)
Unbox all flowers and hydrate. (follow instructions per "Getting
Started Tutorial")
Pull your recipes (if you want, this is not required but helps save
time when putting the flowers together.)
Allow flowers to hydrate at least 4-6 hours before designing (ieally
overnight to allow them to open and hydrate) 

WEDNESDAY: 

WEEKS PRIOR TO EVENT

Collect vases 

Line up flower helpers

Watch tutorials! 

TIMELINE
Collect buckets

Print off recipes 

Watch tutorials!

Purchase supplies

Prep Room

Watch tutorials! 

If you haven't already, pull the recipes. 

Start with Bouquets, be sure to give yourself extra time for the

Bridal Bouquet, bridesmaids will go faster after the first one.

Pro Tip: ALWAYS save the little extras that you pull off of greenery

and flowers, they come in handy later! I keep some small vases or

cups available to hold all the little pieces! 

Start on Centerpieces and Bud- vases after bouquets are done.

THURSDAY: 

Finish up any centerpieces and bud-vases that you have left. 
Start on detail items such as bouts, corsages, floral crowns.
Once the detail items are done you may place them in a
refrigerator *turn the temp up a few degrees than what you
normally keep it at to insure they don't freeze* 
Add water to Centerpieces and Bouquets, if the bouquet's water is
a bit dirty, change it out all-together. 
Wrap bouquets with ribbon. The goal is to have all flowers done by
Rehearsal. (if you're going that route) 

FRIDAY: 

Transport all flowers to the venue if you haven't already, we suggest
delegating this to Type A Aunt Tammy or trusted friends and/or
family members. 
Set it all up! 
Give yourself some extra time if you have an on-site arrangement to
do like an arch or arbor. 30-45 minutes for prep, 1hr to 1.5 hrs to
execute. Feel free to farm it out to your most trusted associates.

SATURDAY:

hello@bloomcultureflowers.com


